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The War of the Worlds  Chs. 8-12  
 
Provide brief answers to each of the following questions (you may use your books): 
 
 
 
Chapter 8 
7) True or False – A light ray occasionally swept the common. 
 
8) What are the Martians doing? 
 
9) Who arrives on the scene? 
 
10) What falls from the sky? 
 
Chapter 9 
1) Where did cylinder 2 land? 
 
2) Name 2 ideas that the soldiers have for fighting the Martians. 
 
3) What happened to Ogilvy? 
 
4) Why does the narrator feel that he and his wife cannot stay at their home? 
 
5) Where do they go? 
 
6) Why does the narrator go to the Spotted Dog? 
 
7) What are the hussars doing? 
 
8) What is happening with the aliens now? 
 
9) Describe the narrator’s transportation. 
 
Chapter 10 
10) How is the narrator’s wife handling this situation? Describe her frame of mind. 
 
11) What does the narrator do after arriving at Leatherhead? 
 
12) Describe the narrator’s state of mind. 



13) Where does he go after Leatherwood? 
 
14) What is the green fire that the narrator sees? 
15) Describe the weather. 
 
16) Describe the Martian. 
 
17) What happened to the horse and horse cart? 
 
18) Who is the dead man whom the narrator comes across? 
 
19) Where is the narrator at the end of Chapter 10? 
 
Chapter 11 
20) Name 2 things the narrator observes from the window of the study. 
21) Who does the narrator invite into his house? 
 
22) Are the tripods the Martians or merely machines that hold the Martians? 
 
23) What was the soldier’s role in the attack? 
 
24) How does the soldier manage to survive the attack? 
 
Chapter 12 
25) What country does this take place in? (Infer from cities mentioned.) 
 
26) What does the narrator plan to do next? 
 
27) Give the description of Martians that the artilleryman gives the lieutenant. 
 
28) Describe the happenings in Weybridge when the narrator and the artilleryman get there. 
29) How many Martians now approach Weybridge? 
 
30) What does the narrator do for protection? 
 
31) What small victory occurs? 
 
32) What becomes of the fallen Martian? 
 


